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Feasibility of Improving Cone Beam 
CT Number Consistency with a 
Scatter-Correction Algorithm
Purpose
To explore the feasibility of improving Elekta cone beam CT (CBCT) 
number consistency using a scatter-correction algorithm, with the 
aim of using CBCT images for treatment planning with heterogeneity 
correction.
Method and Materials
A Gammex tissue phantom was scanned with and without a 
1-cm bolus on an Elekta XVI cone beam CT. A scatter-correction 
algorithm was applied to process the projection images, where the 
first order scatter fluence was expressed as a function of the primary 
photon fluence, and iterations were performed to estimate primary 
and scatter fluences from the projections, assuming higher-order 
scatter fluence was constant or proportional to the first order scatter 
fluence. Volumetric images were reconstructed with the projection 
images. CBCT numbers of the insert rods of the Gammex phantom 
were compared between images with and without bolus, and with 
and without scatter-correction processing. Single field treatment 
plans with heterogeneity correction were generated using CBCT-to-
electron-density conversions obtained in the images without 
the bolus, which were compared with the plans generated using 
CT images.
Results
CBCT numbers of the same insert rods were different in the images 
with and without bolus. Without the scatter-correction processing, the 
maximum, mean, and minimum differences of the CBCT numbers 
between bolus and no-bolus images were 485, 128, and 40, respectively. 
After the processing, the corresponding differences were reduced to 
349, 80, and 4, respectively. The CBCT plans which were based on the 
processed images, show better dose agreement with the CT plans: for 
example, in the bolus plans, without the processing, the difference of 
the dose at isocenter was 7.1%; after the processing, the difference was 
reduced to 0.8%.
Conclusion
CBCT number consistency was improved by use of the 
scatter-correction algorithm. It is expected that with further 
improvement, the algorithm can be used in clinical applications.
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